INTRODUCTION
To substitute a subword of a word from a given language with an other string, such that the new word remains in language is a topic with many significances.
W. Ogden, R. Ross, K. Winklmann [8] have shown, in a rather wide sensé, that if L is a context-free language and Q^L n -{xeL:lg{x) = n} is an enough large set then there are k strings in Q, z i9 1 ^z'^A:, so that:
(iii) XiWjyieL for any i,je{ 1, 2, . . ., A:}. Using this resuit, they prove that C 2 (V)-{ze V + \z^xy 2 w, j/e} is not context-free for any alphabet V such that | V\ ^ 3.
In analytical linguistics we fmd other applications [6] . We used the following notations: lg (x) is the length of the string x, e is the empty world; lg(£) = 0, CF is the family of all context-free languages, \A\is the cardinality of the fini te set A, 7V={0, 1,2, ...}.
PRELIMINARIES
Let p^2, q^l be two integers. A language LgK* is in IL(p, q) iff for any integers n, m so that p^mf^n and any subset Q <=L n , there are k^ | Q \/n q strings z t €Q, l^iSK such that the following conditions are satisfied: The inclusion CF^IL is immédiate as a conséquence of [8] . If L is a context-free language then Le/L(max(2, q), 3) where q is the constant from the "interchange lemma" with respect to L. The language L is polynohiially bounded iff exist the integers p, q^\ such that for any n^Zp, | L n \^n q . It is obvious that if L is polynomially bounded then L G IL, A language L is bounded iff exist w ls w 2 , . . ., w ft e F*, M^/E, 1^Z'^&, such PROPOSITION Conversely, we consider a 2-Thue language over {a, b, c} obtained by the itération of a morphism [2] . This language is polynomially bounded but it is not bounded. PROPOSITION 
Again, we consider two cases:
and because lg(w)>n/(2j?) it follows that A faithfull rational transduction [1] is said to be bi-faithfull iff both of the morphisms h and g are strictly alphabetical. A class of languages closed under bi-faithfull rational transductions is a bi-faithfull rational cone.
We will prove that IL is a bi-faithfull cone closed under restricted morphisms and as a conséquence we will show that the programing language ALGOL 60 is not in IL. An other result it will be that the problem "Is L in IL" for a given context sensitive language L is an undecidable problem. THEOREM 
: IL is closed under intersection wit h regular languages.
Proof: Let L be in IL(p, q), L<=F*, and L" be a regular language accepted by a deterministic fmite automata For any integers n u n 2 such that m/p<n~n 1 -n 2^m we construct the sets T(n u n 2 )={zeA : z = xwy, lg(x) = « l5 lgöO = n 2 and exists z=x w'y'eA' so that zef (z') and xef (x'), yef {y')}. Since m/p'.t 2 <\g(w f )^m/t 2 it follows that m/p <lg (w) ^ m hence ^f = U T(n l5 « 2 ). Therefore, exist « x n 2 such that ni5»2 I T{n u n 2 )\^\A \/n 2 . Because ail words of T(n l9 n 2 ) do satisfy the conditions (*) with respect to L, LeIL(p, q) follows.
THEOREM 2: IL is a bi-faithfull rationa! cône. However, IL is not closed under arbitrary morphisms.
Proof: IL is a bi-faithfull cône follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. If
L={xy#xz:xe{a,b}*, y, ze{^}*, lg (x) = lg (y) -lg (z)} is in IL (6 9 1) and h is a morphism from { a, b, c, d, # }* into { a, b, # }*, h (a) = a, h (b) = b, A(#)= #, h(c) = h(d) = s then we have /z(Z,)
= {x#jc:xe{tf, è}*} which is not in /L. However, IL is closed under an other kind of morphism, the restricted morphism.
If L£(F{E, #, # 2 , . . ., # k " 1 })* for some # £ K and some constant fc and if A is a morphism defïned on (KU{# })* by h(a) = a for a e F and h(#) = e then /* is said k-restricted on L. This implies that lg (x) ^k. lg (h (x)) for ail xeL; moreover, given any subword x of a word in L, such that lg (x) ^ k s we know that lg (h (x)) ^ 1. These programs are correct if and only if x = y. Let us dénote R the set of all programs as above with arbitrary x, y over {a, b}, and let ALGOL be the set of all correct ALGOL programs. If h is a restricted morphism which erases all symbols different from; and those in x and y 9 h(a) = a, h(b) = b, h (;) = #, then we obtain h (ALGOL O R) = {x#x : xe {a, b }*} which is not in IL. Since IL is closed under intersection with regular sets and under restricted morphisms it follows that ALGOL is not in IL.
We are going on with other closure properties of IL.
THEOREM 4: IL is closed under union and concaténation but it is not closed under intersection and complémentation.
Proof: Let EeIL(p u q x ), FeIL(p 2 , q 2 ) be two languages, E over F*, F over U*.
It If $£ is the family of the context sensitive languages and F is the property of a language that to be in IL then it satisfies ail conditions of Theorem 5.
A SHORT COMPARISON WITH OTHER ITERATION CONDITION ON FORMAL LANGUAGES
We dénote OG-the family of languages satisfying Ogden's lemma, [7] BH-the family of languages satisfying Bar Hillel's lemma, SO -the family of languages satisfying Sokolowski's lemma [9] . 
